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ABSTRACT

Ab initio electronic structure calculations of ideal strength, bulk modulus and equilibrium

lattice parameter of iron in the body-centered-cubic lattice under three-axial tension are

performed using the linear muÆn-tin orbitals method in atomic sphere approximation

(LMTO-ASA) and the full-potential linearized augmented plane waves method (FLAPW).

Magnetic ordering was taken into account by means of spin-polarized calculation. Two

exchange-correlation energy approximations were employed, namely the local (spin) den-

sity approximation (LDA) and the generalized gradient approximation (GGA). Computed

values are compared with experimental data.
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INTRODUCTION

Calculations of properties of materials exhibiting special magnetic properties as ferro-

magnetism or antiferromagnetism usually yield values di�erent from experimental data

when the magnetic ordering is omitted. The spin-polarization represents a possible way of

including magnetism into ab initio calculations. The purpose of this paper is to compute

ideal strength �
id
under three-axial tension using di�erent ab initio approaches with and

without spin polarization. As there are no experimental �
id
data available the reliability

of individual ab initio approaches can be assessed by comparison of other predicted me-

chanical and structural characteristics with experimental values. Values of bulk modulus

K, equilibrium lattice parameter a0 and magnetic moment � are very suitable for this

purpose.
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METHODOLOGY

All properties of interest were calculated from the dependence of the total energy E
tot

on the relative volume �. The Linear MuÆn-tin Orbitals (LMTO) method in the frame-

work of an Atomic Sphere Approximation (ASA) [1] and the Full-potential Linearized

Augmented Plane Waves (FLAPW) [2] was applied for the total energy evaluation. The

exchange-correlation contribution was evaluated within the local (spin) density approxi-

mation (L(S)DA) [3] and Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) [4].

The main approximations in the LMTO-ASA method are following: Potential and the

total energies are calculated from spherically averaged charge densities and the Wigner-

Seitz cell is approximated by a sphere. The basis consists of LMTO's of s-, p-, d- and f-

symmetry. A mesh of 752 irreducible k-points is used. Other details of the calculations

can be found in [5].

Within FLAPW no approximation (e.g. spheridization as in ASA) is used for description

of both crystal potential and charge density. The electron wave functions are inside

non-overlapping muÆn-tin spheres expressed as a linear combination of radial functions

(solutions of radial Schr�odinger equation) multiplied by spherical harmonics and in the

remaining space (interstitial region) are described by a linear combination of plane waves.

The condition that basis functions inside the MT spheres must match the corresponding

basis functions (plane waves) in the interstitial region on the sphere boundary in value

and slope determines certain coeÆcients in the expression for the basis functions and such

basis functions are called "augmented plane waves". The details of FLAPW calculations

are described elsewhere [6].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The E
tot
(a) functions obtained using both the spin-polarized calculations with ferromag-

netic ordering (FM) and non-spin-polarized (nonmagnetic - NM) calculations are shown

in Fig. 1. The curves in Fig. 1 were obtained by means of LMTO GGA. The LDA

curves look qualitatively similar. The energy di�erence between the minima is 472meV

when using GGA and 227meV when using LDA. Value of 286meV obtained by KKR

method [7] is in a better agreement with our LDA result since the approximation of the

exchange-correlation term is the same as in [7]. One can also see that both curves overlap

in the compression region. As expected, the critical merging point is associated with the

vanishing of the magnetic moment � (see Fig. 2). The corresponding pressure is about

170GPa. As it was shown by S�oderlind et al [8], however, the bcc! hcp phase transition

is predicted at a pressure about 10GPa, i.e. well before reaching the critical merging

point discussed above. This result is also supported by experiment [9] where the observed

pressure is somewhat higher.

Calculated values of equilibrium lattice parameter a0, the ideal strength �
id
, the nor-

malized lattice parameter related to the point of instability a
ip
=a0 and bulk modulus
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Figure 1: Total energy of iron atom as a function of lattice parameter

Figure 2: Magnetic moment of iron as a function of the lattice parameter

K are displayed in Tab. 1 and compared with experimental data [10, 11]. The value

K = 306GPa for non spin-polarized calculation published in [7] lies in between our LMTO

LDA NM and LMTO GGA NM results. The reported value of 217GPa for spin-polarized

calculation and related values of equilibrium lattice parameter a0 = 2:79�A and magnetic

moment � = 2:15�
B
/atom are in a good agreement with experiment.

As can be seen from Tab. 1, our LMTO results exhibit similar trends. The magnetic

moment obtained from the LMTO LDA calculations is lower than the experimental one

and well comparable with FLAPW LDA result. On the other hand, LMTO GGA yields

higher � value unlike the FLAPW GGA exactly matching experiment. It should be

noted, however, that LMTO GGA value becomes a slightly bit lower when computed at

the experimental lattice parameter. Our value of 2.34�
B
at experimental lattice constant

is very close to � = 2.32�
B
obtained by Bagno et al [12] by means of LMTO-ASA method

using GGA according to [13].

As expected, the FLAPW method yields results better than the LMTO-ASA one when

compared with experiment. As this approach reprodeces the experimental value of � (see
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Table 1: Computed characteristics of iron

property LMTO-ASA FLAPW FM experiment

LDA NM GGA NM LSDA FM GGA FM LDA GGA

a0 [�A] 2.70 2.79 2.75 2.88 2.78 2.85 2.87

a
ip
=a0 1.14 1.15 1.16 1.16 1.16 1.16 -

K [GPa] 339 260 257 128 229 186 173

�
id
[GPa] 52.8 39.8 37.8 26.6 28.5 34.9 -

� [�
B
] 2.04 2.42 2.04 2.22 2.22

Tab. 1), it may be concluded that the non-spherical e�ect must be properly included when

we wish to describe the magnetic behavior correctly.
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